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Short Bio
Tabatha Wood lives in Wellington, New Zealand. A former English teacher and school
library manager, her first published books are non-fiction guides aimed at teachers and
others who work in education. She now teaches from home, while writing in her spare
time.
Born in Whitby, North Yorkshire, Tabatha has always had a passion for weaving strange,
unusual, and often gothic tales, entwined with her deep love for the land and sea. She
strongly encourages the use of writing and creativity for positive mental health, and runs a

group which supports women who write for wellness. She also hosts writing workshops,
often gets involved in cosplay charity events, and enjoys knitting and making jewellery.
Her short story collection, Dark Winds Over Wellington: Chilling Tales of the Weird & the
Strange is the first time she has published her fiction.

Extended Bio
Tabatha Wood lives in Wellington, the “Coolest Little Capital” of New Zealand. She has
written and published three non-fiction books for education with Continuum International
Publishing Group, two of which have been translated into Portuguese and Malay and sold
internationally, and has worked as a secondary-level English teacher, a school Library
Manager, and a technical editor for other authors with Wiley Publishing and Bloomsbury
Academic.
She writes for a broad range of genres and audiences. Her short fiction stories are mostly
psychological horror, fantasy, and suspense; while her online blog focuses more on her
life and experiences in New Zealand.
Tabatha writes a lot about the benefits of writing for positive mental and emotional health,
using words and art as tools to connect, inspire and heal. She created the online
collective, “Well-Written” in 2017 which works to promote this belief, and helps to run a
regular monthly writing group and workshop to support other female writers in Wellington.
Outside of writing, she has organised charity events to help promote and support equality
and women’s rights; makes and sells her own jewellery; and immerses herself in the world
of cosplay – often dressing up as superheroes to help fundraise for a good cause.
Her debut fiction collection of original short horror stories, "Dark Winds Over Wellington:
Chilling Tales of the Weird & the Strange," was independently published by Wild Wood
Books in March 2019 and can be bought as a Print on Demand softcover from Amazon,
or as an ebook from Amazon and Smashwords.
You can find her online at http://tabathawood.com/

“Dark Winds Over Wellington: Chilling Tales of the Weird
& the Strange”

Title: “Dark Winds Over Wellington: Chilling Tales of the Weird & the Strange”
Author: Tabatha Wood
Independently published: Wild Wood Books, Wellington NZ (March 20, 2019)
Available at: Amazon and Smashwords (& associated online stores)
ISBN: 978-0-473-47018-0 (Epub)
978-0-473-47019-7 (Kindle)
978-1-091-12116-4 (Amazon softcover)
Retail price: ebook $2.99 softcover $15
Page count: 185 pages
Genre: horror, thriller, suspense
Book trailer: https://youtu.be/cLmrYmi0Fgc

Book Blurb
No-one tells you just how diﬃcult dried blood can be to scrub out. It gets underneath your
fingernails. It clings to the fine hairs on your arms. You find it for days afterwards: a tiny
droplet stuck behind your ear; a small, brown blemish on your sock. I found slivers in my
eyelashes, fragments in my hair. I washed and rinsed and washed again. I felt like I might
never be clean. Like there was a mark on me which would leave a stain forever.
Welcome to Wellington, the “Coolest Little Capital,” where the wild winds will drive you to
madness, the Beehive lives up to its name, and the coﬀee isn’t all that it seems.
Thirteen original short stories from horror and speculative fiction author Tabatha Wood.
Mixing Wellington folklore, events and places with the eerie, the unexpected and the
strange.

Description for Retail Sales
Horror and speculative fiction author Tabatha Wood, invites you to the Coolest Little
Capital, where nothing is quite what it seems.
Strange creatures lurk in the shadows of the Beehive, while a Beast arises From The
Deep determined to destroy us all. Being Neighbourly might just change your life, and if
you listen closely you can hear demonic Whispers in the wind. So sit back, take a sip of A
Good Cup of Coﬀee and question all The Things You See. In the city there are no Second
Chances and every chapter might be your last.
Inspired by Wellington legends and folklore, these thirteen original short stories will drag
you on a chilling journey through the eerie, the weird and the strange.

Twitter Promo
Welcome to Wellington... where not everything is as it seems.
Are you ready to face the demons in the city?
“Dark Winds Over Wellington: Chilling Tales of the Weird & the Strange” available now at
Amazon.
https://tinyurl.com/yy6hz5ke
#wellington #weird #strange

Praise for “Dark Winds Over Wellington: Chilling Tales of
the Weird & the Strange”
“The stories in Tabatha Wood’s collection are carefully and intelligently crafted. You may
think they’re just a tasty creepy snack, but then you start to feel a bit queasy, the
cordyceps pokes out through your forehead and you find your perspective eerily adjusted.
Slyly subversive horror. Recommended.”
Jamie Delano – author of the Lepus Dizzy book collection, Hellblazer: Constantine
(Vertigo), Doctor Who and Batman (DC) graphic novels, amongst others.
“In my favourite story in this collection – The Things You See – those threads of nature,
otherness and displacement are exquisitely entwined. The story’s unreliable narrator who
informs us that their “brain got broken”, and their attempts to understand the corruption
that is at the heart of their country and at the heart of those who are supposed to protect
it and its citizens, is horror at it’s best. … Dark Winds over Wellington is an ambitious
debut collection and I look forward to reading more by Tabatha in the future.”
– 4 * Review by horror author Penny Jones (“Suﬀer Little Children,” “Non-standard
Construction,” “The Farm”) via Ginger Nuts of Horror http://gingernutsofhorror.com/
fiction-reviews/dark-winds-over-wellington-by-tabatha-wood-book-review
“Wood has a lovely physicality to her writing that further supports both the beautiful and
that which is less so. She writes about the heat of coﬀee and weighty warmth of summers
as well as the coppery tang-taste-of-blood and things seen and heard that characters
wish they hadn’t been witness to.”
– Review by Stella Carruthers on her blog Geographic Hearts https://
geographichearts.blog/2019/05/03/a-breath-of-fresh-air-a-book-review/

Excerpts
From: “Mongrel”
“Are humans classed as red or white meat?”
“What?”
“Are humans...”
“No, I heard what you said, I’m just disturbed by the content.”
“It’s a perfectly reasonable question.”
“Yeah. For a cannibal, maybe. Or a serial killer. Should I be concerned?”

From: “Choices”
When Lauren had helped their parents clean out Chris’s room a little while after he had
gone, she had found a notebook of his. A story he hadn’t quite finished. She passed it on
to me, said she thought he would have liked me to have it. I always loved his creative
work.
He was a prolific writer; he’d won many awards for his short stories and poems, and
had been published several times, but I don’t think Lauren realised that to Chris, his
words were not always fiction. There was a dark theme which undercut all of his work.
Emotions he tried to explore and process as he wrote. I’d taken the book and thanked
her, and left it on a shelf for weeks until I could bear to read it. It landed open on the floor
one morning when I bumped into the bookshelf accidentally. I’d read what was on the
page.
There is a place between worlds. Between time. Not bound by the laws of the living
and the energies therein. It is a Waiting Room. A holding cell. A place to go and visit but
never stay. Where those still tethered by the threads of their existence, push through the
thin veil woven between worlds, called briefly oﬀ the path of a pitiful Life to the realm of a
welcoming Death. Despite what they’ve seen and the things they now know, most do not
get to stay. Pushed back through the curtain, destined only to wait until their turn, they are
locked in a fragile limbo until their name is called again.

From: “Second Chances”
“The Elders were wrong to make that Law. They didn’t understand. They were old
already, even before they turned. I decided that no family would ever be separated by
death or illness, if I could do something to prevent it.”
I moved a little further away from her, put some more distance between us before I
spoke. I understood what she had told me, but I couldn’t condone it.
“You changed that little boy. Even though you know it’s wrong.”

“His parents needed my help, just like so many others. Parents with children who are
dying or very sick. They don’t want to lose them, to be torn apart like I was from my
family. I oﬀer them another choice. A second chance.”
I shook my head.
“No. You oﬀer them hope, but you give them death. You know how hard it is. The life
you oﬀer them, it’s not a real life. Those children, they will never grow old. They will never
become what they dreamed of. Like you, they’ll never be able to stay in one place, never
go on to have real families of their own.”
“They wouldn’t have had that anyway! They were dying!”
“You couldn’t know that. Not for certain. Some of them might have recovered, they
could have beaten those illnesses. You’ve taken that chance away from them.”

From: “From The Deep”
The creature stopped, its tentacles calm and still. Both of them seemed to be
regarding each other carefully. Staring each other down. He put his hands in the air and
spoke; words I did not know, in a tongue I had never heard before. It made me think of
the land and the sea, of a language as old as the Earth. Whatever he said, he said it with
great strength in his voice. This was a declaration. An admonishment. A demand that
could not, and would not, be ignored.
The monster bobbed in the water before him. It looked like it was thinking.
Contemplating its next move. As if it were far more sentient than it had any right to be.
Slowly, I saw it recede. Its eyes began to sink beneath the surface. Its tentacles twirled
and fondled the air before disappearing into the waves.
He scrambled from the rocks and I threw my arms around him and kissed him, over
and over and over. I took his hand and pulled him away from the water’s edge, and this
time he came without resistance.
“I did it, Daddy,” he said with a gleeful grin, almost as wide as his whole face. “I kept
the city safe.”
“You did. My little warrior.”
We were almost at the path when I heard the splash behind me. Felt a giant band
wrap itself tightly around the full of my chest and haul me oﬀ my feet.
I heard him shouting as I was dragged backwards to the water.
“No! You can’t! I sent you away! You can’t take my daddy from me!”

Interview Resources
Taken from — Five Minutes With: Tabatha Wood
originally published online at http://gingernutsofhorror.com/interviews/five-minutes-withtabatha-wood
What do you like to do when you're not writing?
I love being outside in nature, and I have a passion for swimming in the sea oﬀ the coast
of Wellington. I’m a water baby, but I stopped swimming for many years. I have nerve
deafness in both ears, and for a long time I felt really uncomfortable about taking my
hearing aids out to swim. I was too scared. Too self-conscious. I’m glad I’ve got over that
now. Ocean swimming is both humbling and grounding — you can enjoy the feeling of
being free in the water, while also being acutely aware that you can never get too
comfortable just in case the sea decides it’s had enough of you. I like that. I like the
excitement it brings.
Whenever I need to quieten my mind, or just get a sense of myself again, I go to the sea.
The sea doesn’t care who you are or what you do — it can be beautiful and calm, or
mighty and terrifying. It just does as it wants, it needs no validation. I can identify with
that.
What are the books and films that helped to define you as an author?
I’ve always been a writer in some shape or form, from being very small. I mentioned being
inspired by Bram Stoker’s gothic novel, but I think my earliest memory of really wanting to
be a proper writer was after reading C.S.Lewis’s Narnia chronicles and thinking, “I could
do this. Hey, I want to do this!” I knew I was pretty good at creating believable characters,
and as a clichéd only child, I enjoyed spending time in my own head. Daphne du
Maurier’s ‘Rebecca’ and Susan Hill’s ‘Woman In Black’ definitely inspired me to write the
slow-creep kind of horror which I really enjoyed. ‘American Psycho’ (Bret Easton Ellis)
shook me up and stayed with me for weeks. I hated it. It’s a great book, but I found it hard
to stomach.
Honestly, I think I am inspired by everything I watch and read, without always being
conscious of it. It’s really hard for me to say, “that, there, is where it all started” or “that’s
been a huge influence to me,” because I tend to squirrel everything I see or read in the
creative filing cabinet inside my brain, and it all gets mushed up into other things. It’s
often suggested that, “good writers borrow, great writers steal.” (The internet is hazy
about who actually said this.)

How would you describe your writing style?
My style of horror is the creep of paranoia, where everything is almost normal, but not
completely. It could be real, but not quite. I don’t want to write something that repulses
people, I want to create something that lingers. Good horror will leave you with a feeling
of unease. An itch in the brain that you can’t quite scratch, but equally you can’t ignore. It
should squirm around in your head for a while, and leave you still thinking about it for a
few days afterwards.
I don’t write about blood and gore because I personally don’t like it much. The things my
brain often conjures up, I don’t want to commit them to paper, because I am always
totally weirded out by where those thoughts have come from! I don’t feel comfortable
sharing them. Yet. Maybe my next collection will be full-on shock and gore.
What is the best piece of advice you ever received with regards to your writing?
If it’s not working, let it go. Don’t be afraid of scrapping it and starting again.William
Faulkner once said that in order to be a good writer you must, quite often, “kill your
darlings.” Understanding that sometimes the creative journey is better than the
destination will help you as a writer. There’s absolutely zero shame in accepting that.
I’ve adopted quite a few mantras in the past couple of years and the two I get the most
from are: “shovel the sand to build sandcastles” and “progress not perfection.” I believe a
good writer needs a good growth mindset if they want to evolve and improve.

Taken from — Writing About Horror
Originally published online at https://colleenanderson.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/
women-in-horror-tabatha-wood/ for Women In Horror Month (February 2019)
I always knew I wanted to be a writer, probably ever since I learned to read, and I told
everyone who would listen of my great career plans. I tried to write the stories that I most
wanted to read, the books that I hadn’t yet found. My parents bought me a typewriter and
I churned out hundreds of short stories, carefully cutting and pasting them, turning them
into books of my own. This was before the dawn of the personal computer, when cut and
paste meant literally that.
I read a wide variety of genres, but horror and suspense were always my favourites. They
were the ones I could get lost in. The ones where the characters did not always wear “plot
armour”, where anything could happen, and often did. I started with an appetiser of Point

Horror books, most notably Pike and Stein, then grew fat on a diet of King, Koontz,
Barker and Hutson, enjoying every gruesome chunk of plot-twist and gore.
My early horror stories were monstrous, as in, they almost always focused on monsters. I
hadn’t yet had the life experience to refine my horror-writing palate. I remember writing
one in particular about my childhood toys coming to life. Hardly an original concept, but I
utterly terrified myself. I tore the pages into teeny, tiny pieces and threw them into the
bottom of the kitchen garbage. No-one but myself ever read it, but I knew right then that I
had the capacity to scare.
The first books I got published were not stories, they were non-fiction guide books for
teachers and others working education. I was delighted to be published, but equally
disappointed in myself. This was not the kind of writer I had envisioned myself becoming.
I wanted to write and publish fiction. I wanted to be recognised for the characters and
worlds I created, not for the advice I could give on assessment strategies and lesson
planning.
My life experiences have made me realise that horror is not always monsters underneath
the bed, or a slavering hound at your door. Horror can be loneliness, doubt, depression
and loss. Horror can be being the new girl at the oﬃce, knowing no-one and missing her
old life. It can be a devastating cancer diagnosis, or the threat of losing a parent or child.
Good horror will leave you with a lingering feeling of unease. An itch in the brain that you
can’t quite scratch, but equally you can’t ignore. It should squirm around in your head for
a while, leave you still thinking about it for a few days afterwards. When I put my
characters in the darkest and most terrible situations, I know that it is often what I don’t
tell my readers, that will scare them the most. I recognise that, whilst it might be fun, I
don’t have to write about blood and gore to elicit a visceral reaction. What is more
frightening; being forced to fight a tentacled creature from Hell, or helplessly watching it
steal your only child? As a mother, I know which idea scares me more.
So, why do I write horror? I write it because thrives on the imagination, both that of the
writer and the reader. I can put my characters in the darkest, most terrible situations
imaginable, and while the reader might empathise, or identify with them, they will end the
story and feel such relief that at least their life is not that bleak. I can reach out from my
stories into the hearts of my readers, and chill them ice cold. I can make them fear the
most incongruous of things, or jump at a knock on the door. I can get into their heads and
under their skin and make them question all the things they believe.

